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 | By D’anne Witkowski

E xtra, extra! Read all about it: Pat 
Robertson will come to your Big Gay 

Wedding! There’s one condition: you’re 
gonna have to show him a baby conceived 
through butt sex.

Now, I know what you’re thinking: 
“That’s not how babies are made and 
why would I want Pat Robertson at my 
wedding? He’s a hateful old man.”

To which I say, “Hey, I’m just the 
messenger.” It all started on the April 6, 2015 
episode of “The 700 Club” when Robertson 
responded to a letter from a viewer asking, 

“If same-sex couples, especially those who 
are married, claim they are Christians, how 
can they continue to live this lifestyle? As a 
Christian, if they read the Bible, they should 
know the Bible’s definition of marriage is 
only between a man and a woman. Please 
help me understand.”

His answer? “The gays want to control 
everything.” He continued, “This is part of the 
left-wing agenda to do away with Christian 
values and to substitute for Christian values 
the progressive concepts of morality.”

It’s cute of him to condemn “progressive 
concepts of morality” as if the very idea is 
blasphemy. I’ll take that over the so-called 
Christian values that shower an anti-
gay pizzeria owner in Indiana with over 
$842,000 while those poor folks Jesus had 
a thing about starve in the street.

Robertson’s answer quickly ends up 
in the territory of anal sex, as usual. “If 
you show me one couple that conceived a 
child... through anal intercourse, just show 
me one in all the world, and I will say, ‘I 
agree with you and you are right.’ Show me 
one. There are 8 billion people, 7 billion, 
show me one time when a child was 
conceived by that kind of sexual activity. It 
is unnatural, I’m sorry.”

Sorry not sorry, he means. So that’s it, 
then. Any sex act that doesn’t make a baby 
is an act of loins possessed by the devil.

Robertson has had anal sex on the brain 
as of late. On his April 2 show he talked 
about Memories Pizza, the aforementioned 
company that was handsomely rewarded 
by way of Go Fund Me after they publicly 
declared that they wouldn’t serve pizza at 
a gay wedding because Jesus. (Note: even 
Robertson pointed out that no gay couple 
is going to serve pizza at their wedding. 
Because, Jesus.)

This led him to, of course, rant about 
anal sex. “It doesn’t matter what custom 
you’ve got. It doesn’t matter what holy 
thing that you worship and adore; the gays 
are going to get it,” he said.

That’s right. We’re climbing in your window, 
snatching your people up. So hide your kids, 
hide your wife and hide your husband.

“They’re going to make you conform 
to them,” Robertson continued. “You are 
going to say you like anal sex, you like oral 
sex, you like bestiality, you like anything you 
can think of, whatever it is. And sooner or 
later you are going to have to conform your 
religious beliefs the group of some aberrant 
thing. It won’t stop at homosexuality.”

Note: only same-sex couples engage in 
anal and oral sex. Straight couples would 
never (clutches pearls, faints).

It’s clear that Robertson can’t see the 
forest of gay people past the trees of 
penises. To him, if you’re gay, you’re just a 
sex act, which is why there’s no distinction 
between a man having sex with his 
husband and a man having sex with a dog. 
You have no redeeming qualities. Your very 
existence is oppressing him.

He didn’t really answer his viewer’s 
question. But what he should have said is 
that the Christian lifestyle is a choice. Being 
a terrible person is also a choice. Being a 
terrible person who uses Christianity as 
justification for said terribleness is the 
choice Robertson has made. 
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DJ  JD Arnold  hails from England, but has been 
spinning in the Lone Star State since the 80’s. He has spun 
records all over Houston, from the Venture N to Rich’s, as 
well as writing for Billboard Magazine. His dynamic sounds 
can now be enjoyed at Eagle Houston.

Jim Ayres y day is an employee benefits and human 
resources writer. By night he turns his creativity toward 
the local food and restaurant scene. Do you know of a 
restaurant that needs a review? Info@montrose-star.com.

John Buchanan is originally from Florida but now 
calls Houston home for 20+ years. “Proud to be Gay and 
part of the Community – Your Gay Realtor of Choice!” 
johnwb214@aol.com

DJ Mark D dubbed the eternal club kid,has been a 
nightclub DJ over 20 years; a Billboard Dance DJ/Reporter 
for 9 years; spun on KRBE Houston radio for 10 years and 
on XM Satellite Radio/Sirius worldwide for 7 years. He’s 
owned and operated nightclubs with a special affinity for 
classic Disco. Credited with breaking new dance music 
through the use of the mass media.

Nancy Ford has enjoyed a front row seat to the most 
remarkable and sparkly Cultural Revolution in the history 
of mankind. “What a world!” She reflects appropriately. 
After moving to Houston from Ohio in 1981, Ford became 
a highly visible player in Texas’ LGBT publishing circles as 
an editor and contributor to myriad other local and state-
wide LGBT magazines and newspapers.

Daddy Bob (Bob Houghton) is owner of Black Hawk 
Leather, a leather retail store and custom tailor, located at 
711 Fairview and inside the Ripcord, Houston. Bob@Black-
HawkLeather.com.

Forest Riggs. No stranger to the adventures of life, 
Forest bills himself as a “raconteur with a gypsy spirit.” A 
former educator, public speaker, hospital administrator, 
counselor and gay B&B owner, he was instrumental in the 
formation of OutSmart Magazine in the early 1990s. He has 
written for several newspapers, magazines and other 
publications. Recently he completed a collection of short 
stories about his beloved Galveston and is working on a 
novel. He currently resides on the island where he can be 
found wasting bait and searching for the meaning of life.

Johnny Trlica hails from Rosenberg, Texas and has 
called Houston home for more than 20 years. He has been 
a Human Resources professional for 6 years and is the 
editor of The Houston Rainbow Herald. His passion is 
keeping the battle for equal rights at the forefront of 
today's headlines and heralding the achievements of the 
LGBT community.
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 | By Johnny Trlica

T he 2016 presidential campaign got into full 
swing as several hats were tossed into the 

ring in recent weeks. Ted Cruz, Rand Paul, and 
Marco Rubio are officially in the race for the GOP 
nomination, and Hillary Clinton declared she is ready 
for her coronation—uh, ready to run for the Democratic 
nod. Here’s what we’ve been reading at HRH.

Houston: We have a HERO
A  Harris County district judge has ruled in favor of the 
city of Houston in the trial over its equal rights ordinance, 
known as HERO. The Houston Chronicle reports District 
Judge Robert Schaffer ruled the final count of valid 
signatures was 16,684, leaving opponents short of the 
threshold required in the city charter of 17,249 signatures, 
or 10 percent of the ballots cast in the last mayoral 
election.“This is a great victory in the courts, and a great 
day for civil rights in Houston, Texas. 
The jury found for the City, and now 
the judge has found in favor of the 
City, too. I am gratified that the judge 
signed a final judgment rejecting the 
plaintiffs’ claims and confirming that 
their pro-discrimination referendum 
petition failed. We will be prepared if 
the plaintiffs decide to appeal,” said 
Donna Edmundson, Houston City 
Attorney.

“I would hope that the plaintiffs 
would not appeal, they lost 
during a jury trial and today 
they also lost with the judge’s 
ruling. Now all Houstonians have 
access to the same protections,” 
said Mayor Annise Parker.

The law, on hold during trial, 
is now in effect, according 
to a city spokeswoman.

Pride kicks off
Pride may still be two months away but it’s never too early 
for a party. Audi Central Houston hosted Pride Houston’s 
Kick-Off Party on April 16. Anna Eastman, Ryan Levy and 
Britt Kornmann were announced as this year’s Pride Houston 
grand marshals, reports ProjectQHouston.com. They will ride 
in the Pride Houston Parade downtown on June 27.

President calls for halt to conversion therapy
The psychiatric treatment known as conversion therapy 
is aimed at changing the sexual orientation or gender 
identity of gay, lesbian and transgender youth. President 
Barack Obama is calling for an end to the long discredited 
treatment in response to an online petition posted on the 
White House website following the death of 17-year-old 
Leelah Alcorn, reports the New York Daily News.

The transgender teen committed suicide last year 
and left behind a note saying her parents had forced her 
to attend conversion therapy. In a statement issued by 
the White House, senior adviser Valerie Jarrett said the 
administration supports banning the practice for minors.

“We share your concern about its potentially 
devastating effects on the lives of transgender as well as 
gay, lesbian, bisexual and queer youth. The overwhelming 
scientific evidence demonstrates that conversion 
therapy, especially when it is practiced on young 
people, is neither medically nor ethically appropriate 
and can cause substantial harm,” read the statement.

She’s in it, again
Hillary Clinton launched her second campaign for 
president with a low-key opening. There was no 
enormous rally with thousands of people; instead she 
rolled out her announcement with a video that featured 
two same sex couples. The video shows Jared Milrad 
and Nathan Johnson holding hands with Milrad saying, 
“I’m getting married this summer to someone I really 
care about,” reports the Washington Blade. Later in the 
video a lesbian couple is seen exchanging a brief kiss.

Clearly courting the gay vote, Clinton spokesperson 
Adrienne Elrod said, “Hillary Clinton supports 
marriage equality and hopes the Supreme Court 
will come down on the side of same-sex couples 
being guaranteed that constitutional right.”

The Clinton campaign also announced an openly gay 
man as her campaign manager. Robby Mook, a political 
operative from Vermont will head the operation.

In the name of religious liberty
Can you say “sore losers?” Having clearly lost the cultural 
war over same sex marriage, opponents of marriage 
equality are finding ways to retaliate. The most common 
form of their attempts to even the score is to claim 
religious liberty as a license to discriminate.

Former House Speaker Tom DeLay criticized the 
governors of Indiana and Arkansas for changing 
religious liberty laws to prevent discrimination 
against LGBT people, reports RawStory.com. “This 
is the result of the gay agenda. We’re now seeing 
what the gay agenda is all about,” Delay said.

“We love people who have chosen to be homosexuals,” the 
former Sugar Land representative insisted. “The problem 
is, we abhor the sin. So yes, when I have a business and some 
gay person walks in—unidentified by the way, there’s no way 
you can tell it unless he tells you—then I’m going to serve 
him. But if he comes in and asks me to undermine my values, 
what I believe in, undermine my religious liberty, then I have 
the right to stand up for what I believe in and not serve him,” 
DeLay said. “It’s not discrimination.”

Apparently taking Delay’s words to heart, the owner 
of a Michigan auto and truck repair shop wrote on 
Facebook, “I am a Christian. My company will be 
run in a way that reflects that. Dishonesty, thievery, 
immoral behavior, etc. will not be welcomed at my 
place of business. (I would not hesitate to refuse service 
to an openly gay person or persons. Homosexuality 
is wrong, period. If you want to argue this fact with 
me then I will put your vehicle together with all bolts 
and no nuts and you can see how that works.)”) 

HERO Stands, Pride Kicks off 
and Hillary Woos Gay Votes

HRH Report

Publisher Executive Editor | Laura M. Villagrán

The Houston Rainbow Herald is the Bayou City’s only daily LGBT online news source. For more information, visit www.houstorainbowherald.com.

Nathan Johnson ( left) and Jared Milrad, the male same-sex couple in the 
Hillary Clinton campaign video. 
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What A World

People Will Talk:

The Politics and    Pizza Edition

Anti-LGBT activist Dr. Steve Hotze , 
speaking to the Texas Legislature in 
support of House Bill 4105. Written 
by 37 Republicans co-authors, the bill 
seeks to reiterate marriage in Texas 
as one man and one woman. Via 
TexasObserver.com

“These amendments are bad for business. 
They are bad for Texas. They would 
devastate economic development, tourism 
and the convention business. One has to 
look no further than Indiana to realize what 
a detriment this would be and how hard 
it makes it to sell Texas to the rest of our 
country.”

—Rick Tyler, spokesman for Republican 
presidential hopeful Ted Cruz. On April 
10, Cruz joined five other U.S. senators 
and 51 House members in a Supreme 
Court brief supporting the right of 
states to define marriage. Via Houston 
Chronicle.

“As close as he and Tony Kennedy were 
as friends, I would doubt they ever had a 
conversation about it. But how can’t it have 
helped to some degree Tony’s willingness 
to have an open mind?”

—Bill Hammond, the chief executive 
officer of the Texas Association 
of Business, at a news conference 
in Austin. Hammond urged Texas 
lawmakers to “tread carefully” in voting 
on more than a dozen other measures 
targeting the LGBT community, 
including proposed constitutional 
amendments that would strengthen 
the right of citizens to invoke religious 
freedom to deny service or goods, and 
restrict transgendered people from 
using bathrooms of their choice. Via 
Bloomberg.com.

“There are still millions of Americans 
who believe in the traditional definition 
of marriage between one man and one 
woman. It’s not only evangelicals. The 
Catholic Church is pretty clear on this also.”

“There is much disgust and 
consternation in the LGBT community 
over a viral fundraiser effort, that has 
as of this writing, earned $842,387. 
Many have lamented, ‘If only our cause 
could raise that much money that fast.’ 
I say, yes, we can."

—Scott Wooledge, who launched a 
#Pizza4Equality, a crowdfunding campaign 
supporting LGBT homeless youth. As 
of press time, the campaign had raised 
approximately $152,000. Via huffpo.com 
and gofundme.com/Pizza4Equality.

—Longtime legal clinic director at 
McGeorge School of Law’s Glendalee 
Scully, discussing the school’s dean, 
Gordon Schaber, who was known to be 
gay. Schaber later testified supporting 
Supreme Court Justice Anthony 
Kennedy at his confirmation hearings 
in Washington. Having already written 
three major gay rights opinions, 
Kennedy is expected to author the 
Supreme Court decision in June that 
could extend same-sex marriage 
nationwide. Via Associated Press

 “Reparative Therapy helps a client resolve 
these wounds, which can result in the 
spontaneous lessening and/or dissipation 
of homosexual feelings. The wounds are 
replaced by confident subjective feelings 
of masculinity and self-esteem. Attractions 
for women can arise as well. Regardless, 
at the very least, a man can move toward 
his authentic Self, which is born for 
heterosexuality.”

—Website defining treatment at 
Psychotherapist David Pickup’s Dallas-
based Reparative Therapy Center. Via 
www.davidpickuplmft.com.

“Having President Obama and the weight 
of the White House behind efforts to ban 
conversion therapy is so critical in the fight 
for transgender and LGB young people. My 
hope is that when a transgender person’s 
struggle is acknowledged by one of the 
most recognizable figures in the world, 
it positively changes the way they view 
themselves. The pseudo-science that 
propels conversion therapy cannot match 
the self-acceptance that comes with this 
kind of change.”

“It was really making us 
uncomfortable."

—Crystal O’Connor and her father, Kevin 
O’Connor, proprietors of Memories Pizza, 
who stated they wouldn’t cater a gay 
wedding reception, should they be asked. 
A crowdfunding campaign started by 
supporters raised more than $842,000 for 
the restaurant within 48 hours, following 
their hypothetical statement to local press. 
O’Connor said he intends to give some 
of the money to charity and use some to 
make improvements to the restaurant. Via 
Associated Press

 | By Nancy Ford

“ If people are involved in an activity that’s immoral and wrong, you can love 
them but you don’t respect what they do, and you try to help them find 

a way out. Whether they’re alcoholics, whether they’re murderers, whether 
they’re adulterers, whether they’re perverts or pornographers or whatever, 
you want to help them out—or homosexuals, you want to help them out.”

—National Center for 
Transgender Equality 
executive director Mara 
Keisling remarking 
on President 
Barack Obama’s 
condemnation of 
psychiatric therapy 
treatments aimed at 
changing the sexual 
orientation or gender 
identity of LGBT youth.

“We were like, ‘Stop! Stop! 
Stop!’”
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‘Like 1308 on steroids’

El Tiempo 1308 Cantina 
Annex opened on April 20
 | By Nancy Ford

Y es, it’s true that El Tiempo’s 1308 
Montrose Boulevard spot will 

be razed to make way for construction 
of yet another mid-rise condominium 
project. The good news is, demolition 
won’t take place ‘til the end of this year. 

But there’s even better news for fans 
of the legendary Mexican restaurant: 
The Laurenzos’ newest endeavor, 
El Tiempo Cantina 1308 Annex is 
about to open at 322 Westheimer, 
joining Montrose’s ever-expanding 
lineup of highly rated restaurants.

So all’s well. Calm down. Just breathe. 
“Basically, I’ve taken the motif 

from 1308, and brought it over here,” 
says Domenic Laurenzo, owner 
and executive chef of the wildly 
acclaimed El Tiempo Cantinas. “It’s 
kind of like 1308 on steroids.” 

Food-wise, Laurenzo is sticking with 
the tried-and-true menu El Tiempo 
Cantina patrons have come to love, 
including sizzling fajitas on hibachis 
heated with mesquite coals, tacos al 
carbon, grilled seafood, green sauce, crab 
nachos, and crab enchiladas. The popular 
weekend Mexican breakfast staple, the 
crepe-style pecan pancakes, are based 

on a recipe given to Laurenzo by his 
grandmother (and Godmother of Houston 
Mexican eateries), Ninfa Laurenzo. 

The restaurant’s re-appointed 
interior, Laurenzo says, will adopt a 
new color scheme, but will continue 
to employ El Tiempo’s traditional 
lighting and the coperos, the hanging 
glassware racks from Mexico. The bar 
area features hand paintings of different 
beers by Hugo Guel, Laurenzo’s in-
house artist, with the front patio facing 
Westheimer providing a perfect view 
for people- and traffic-watching.

Speaking of traffic, parking in the 
increasingly congested neighborhood 
will not be a problem, Laurenzo 
says, whether patrons choose to 
use the valet or self-park.

“We’ve made an agreement with 
Numbers’ parking lot, so during 
the day we’ll be able to park right 
next door,” Laurenzo says.

“I used to go to Numbers, back in the 
day,” he adds, laughing. “Now I can’t 
believe I’m asphalting their parking lot!”

Some may recognize the 322 
Westheimer at Taft address as the former 
location of La Strada, where Sunday 
brunch was legendary among local foodies 
for its see-and-be-seen party atmosphere. 

“Back in its heyday, La Strada had 
the hottest Sunday brunch, for many 
years,” Laurenzo says. “It was an 
amazing place. People still miss it. 

“It’s not our goal, per se, to bring 
back La Strada,” he continues. “But it is 
our goal to bring back Sunday brunch 
in a powerful way, reminiscent of the 
La Strada years, with mimosas and 
Bellinis. Obviously, we’ll do it in our 
own style with our famous Mexican 
breakfast, and with a few twists.”

There’s even more good news, 
particularly for enthusiastic fans of 
those mimosas, Bellinis, and El Tiempo’s 
famous house margaritas: The two-
story structure contains an elevator. 

With eager eaters already clamoring 
for reservations, Laurenzo says his 
team is shooting for April 20 “at the 

latest” as the target date for El Tiempo 
Cantina 1308 Annex’s grand opening. 

Above all, Laurenzo says he is proud 
the El Tiempo tradition will continue 
in Montrose after the 1308 Westheimer 
location makes way for that new midrise.

“We hope the neighborhood embraces 
us—we feel like they will,” he concludes. 
“We’re here to give great customer service. 
We’re here to work hard for them.” 

El Tiempo Cantina has seven locations 
throughout Houston. Hours are Monday 
through Tuesday, 11 a.m. ‘til 9 p.m.; 
Wednesday through Thursday, 11 a.m. 
‘til-10 p.m.; Friday, 11 a.m. ‘til 11 p.m.; 
Saturday, 9:30 a.m. ‘til 11 p.m. and Sunday, 
9:30 a.m. ‘til 9 p.m. For more information, 
please visit www.ElTiempoCantina.com 
or call 713-222-6800.
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1. Polish Your Green Thumb and Get in the Garden
If your mom is the kind of lady who likes to put on those 

cute little hats, aprons and gloves while she gets down and 
dirty in the garden, offer to lend a hand. She’ll probably 
want you to pull weeds (because nobody wants to pull 
weeds if they don’t have to) while she plants the pretty 
flowers, but this outdoor activity is an ideal way to catch 
up on each other’s lives while giving back to nature. As a 
special treat, bring over a pitcher of homemade lemonade 
to quench your thirsts after a few hours of manual labor.

2. Grab a Bottle of Wine for a Picnic in the Park
When was the last time you enjoyed a picnic in 

the park… with your mom? Twenty years ago? Ever? 
Close that gap by planning a picnic in a shady spot 
within your favorite green space. Pack mom’s favorite 
foods along with a bottle of wine, then kick back, nosh 
and chat while enjoying the flora _and_ the fauna.

3. Offer to Help With a Small Project Around the House
There are probably a million little things that mom 

needs someone to do around the house (Dad’s not gettin’ 
any younger, after all). On Mother’s Day, ring mom to 
ask what projects she’d like help with. She’ll probably 
tell you not to worry about it, but let her know that 
this is your gift to her and it’s something you’d like to 
do. Bring your supplies and tools and get started.

4. Invite Her Over for a One-on-One Brunch
Family brunches are fun, but they can get chaotic. 

This year, take mom out for a one-on-one brunch 
so you can connect with one another without 
interruption. If you have a large family that prohibits 
this on Mother’s Day because they’re planning on 
celebrating together, schedule another date and time 
so you and mom have the best of both worlds.

5. Pick Up a Pair of Tickets for a Free Show Around Town
Free shows are hard to come by, but you might find 

something that mom will enjoy with stealthy Internet 
research. If you can’t lock down a show that’s free, 
dig a little deeper for venues that may be running a 
Mother’s Day special where mom gets in gratis. Those 
are fairly common in lieu of a totally free event.

6. Reminisce Over Old Home Movies
Give the movie marathon idea a twist by screening 

your own home movies. They’ve probably been hidden 
away for a decent amount of time at this point, so it’ll 
be a treat for you both to look back on happy times. 
Just make sure you bring the tissues; there’s no way 
you’re getting out there with dry eyes on mom.

7. Dish the Gossip Over a Couple Board Games
Just like you have a busy social life that keeps your 

quality time to a minimum, mom likely has a social life, 
too. And what do people with active social lives like to 
do? Gossip, of course! So let’s dish. Set up a board game, 
brew a pot of tea, and put out a plate of cookies for you 
two gab pals to nibble while you blab everybody’s deepest, 
darkest secrets – in the strictest of confidence, of course.

8. Get in the Kitchen and Bake Like You’re a Kid Again
My best collection of memories including my mom 

and my grandmothers are baking goodies around 
the holidays or for special occasions. If you two like 
spending time in the kitchen, spend the day baking a 
few of your favorite cakes, pies and pastries that you 
can either eat yourself or give away to a few of your 
favorite people. Baking with mom is a great way to 
hark back to your childhood, recall favorite memories 
of your own, and act like you›re a kid again as you lick 
the spoon – so long as it doesn’t spoil your dinner.

Mikey Rox is an award-winning journalist and blogger whose work has been 
published in more than 100 outlets across the world. He splits his time between 
homes in New York City and the Jersey Shore with his dog Jaxon. Connect with 
Mikey on Twitter @mikeyrox.

THE FRIVOLIST

8 Free ways to 
bond with mom 

this Mother’s Day
by Mikey Rox

T rue, moms don’t mind jewelry or other trinkets on Mother’s Day – but that’s 
what husbands are for. All mom wants from you, her little angel, is the gift 

of quality time. Grant her wish this May 10 by planning an activity that gets you 
two together, talking and having fun. Here are a few no-cost, easy-to-plan ideas.
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The wonderful thing I found about 
the arts and the arts connection was, I 
had come from a situation where I had a 
hard time making friends at school and I 
was bullied, and I finally went to school 
where everybody had the same inspiration 
for the arts, everybody had the same 
passion. It was the first situation where 
I had felt that everybody was friends 
with everybody, and everybody felt the 
most comfortable being themselves at 
these places. And so, for me, the arts 
were the first scenario where I found a 
connective tissue between everybody.

When you look back, did that closeness 
to the queer community ever make you 
question your own sexuality?
No, not at all. It wasn’t in any way, shape 
or form about my own life or my own 
sexuality – it was about understanding 
and accepting everybody, and being 
friends regardless of that. I think that’s 
also what the straight community needs 
to understand – that it’s about friendship 

and alliance. It’s not about questioning 
yourself or anything like that – it’s 
about the togetherness of it. I think the 
wonderful thing about the arts is that I 
grew up in a community where I felt there 
was acceptance and friendship regardless 
of our own personal lives.

And co-starring with Ryan Gosling 
in _Crazy, Stupid, Love_ – that didn’t 
challenge your heterosexuality?
(Laughs) Listen, if I was gonna be gay, 
that would’ve been the moment. That was 
probably my greatest test, and I failed.

You came out as “not gay” on Twitter 
a couple years ago. How do you feel 
about people speculating about your 
sexuality?
Honestly, if I were gay, I would have had 
no problem saying it from day one. It’s such 
a thing when people speculate. I would 
have nothing to hide if that were the case. 
People have speculated, have wanted to 
speculate – whatever, fine. I’m not gay, but 
if I were, I don’t view it as a bad thing. If I 
were, I’d say, “OK, fine, speculate all you 
want and let’s talk about it.”

It’s not like you’re in a community 
where that wouldn’t be accepted.
Exactly. I’ve grown up with gay friends; 
my parents have had great gay friends. I 
come from such an open-minded family 
background. I am so lucky to have the 
parents that I have and to have grown 
up with the environment of “accept and 
be accepted” and “love and be loved,” so 
when that kind of talk comes up, I think 
to myself, “All right, I’m happy to say what 
is and isn’t true,” but at the same time, I 
don’t see why that’s like, “Ohhhh.” Like 
that would be an insult. I don’t get that. If 
that were the case, I would just say it and 
it would be no big deal. That’s the thing 
that bugs me more than anything, though – 
that the mention of it would be considered 
provocative when, really, in this day and 
age it shouldn’t be.

Assuming you selected the songs on 
_Stages_ because they have relevance 
in your own life, which ones mean the 
most to you?
There are actually a couple of songs that 
really have nostalgic memories for me. “All 
I Ask Of You” from _Phantom_ was the 
first song that I ever sang professionally to 
get a record deal, so when I found myself 
at Abbey Road, singing that song and with 
Kelly (Clarkson), it was just like, “Oh, man!” 
Very rarely do I ever pat myself on the back 
or give myself a high five – I’m always kind of 
self-critical and moving forward – but it was 
one of those moments where I was listening 
to that orchestra and having memories of 
the 17-year-old kid in the ill-fitting tuxedo 
that first sang that song, and I’m like, “You 
know what, go you. You did it.”

A song like “Bring Him Home” is a 
song you can’t help but hear and think 
about what’s going on now in the world, 
and how many people are hoping and 
praying the same things today. The 
wonderful thing I’ve found about these 
songs is there’s so much relevance and 
poignancy to them today, regardless of 
the show that they’re in, and that was a 
wonderful discovery. One of the things 

that really dictated what we chose and 
what we didn’t choose was if they could 
live independently on their own.

You obviously have theater aspirations. 
What’s your dream Broadway role?
I’m a Sondheim nut. I like his stuff because 
it allows for really operatic singing without 
dancing. I’m a terrible dancer. So, for me, I 
would love to do something like _Sweeney 
Todd_ or _Sunday in the Park with 
George_. I was introduced to _Chess_ when 
I was 24 or 25 – I did it for the Actors’ Fund 
on Broadway – and I’ve always thought that 
show got a bum rap. Just the music alone 
can go toe to toe with the great musicals. I 
think it deserves, at some point, a chance. 
Maybe a different kind of direction, a 
different kind of vision, but that would be 
another dream role.

You’d like to star in it?
Absolutely. I mean, there are a bunch 
of roles that I think would be fun. It’s 
really been a timing issue. It would be a 
dream come true to do something on the 
Broadway stage. With album and touring 
life, and when you have a record deal, you 
have to satisfy commitments. It’s just a 
matter of taking the time to do it right.

Your girlfriend, Kat Dennings, recently 
appeared on _RuPaul’s Drag Race_.
She crushed it!

When’s it your turn to guest judge?
(Laughs) She got me into that show! I 
mean, RuPaul’s incredible. The influence 
she’s had on everybody is just amazing, 
and then you see the competition. The 
episode that Kat did – I took Shakespeare 
class, like I was in very heavy Shakespeare 
instruction when I was young and in 
theater school, and so watching them put 
on Shakespeare was one of the funniest 
things I’ve ever seen in my life. It was a wee 
bit of a train wreck, and I think Ru knew 
that, but it was really funny to watch.

And yeah, you never know. I would 
be happy to be a judge on it, but I 
think I would be so impressed with 
the fashion that I don’t think I would 
know how to critique it. I’d be like, 
“Wow! I could not walk in those heels; 
congratulations to you! That is amazing! 
Well done! Ginger Minj – I salute you!”
I like to imagine you doing karaoke. 
You’re out with friends, and you’re 
probably drinking. What’s your go-to 
karaoke number?
I  hate to brag, but it’s a really unfair 
advantage. I kind of crush karaoke. The 
thing about karaoke is it makes everybody 
a ham. I’ll go in there, peruse the little 
binder, and just hang back with the 
tambourine for a few songs and then go 
straight into “We Are the Champions” and 
“I like big butts and I cannot lie… .” It just 
goes into all out ’80s and ’90s hip-hop and 
hair metal, and that’s basically a night for 
me. I remember I was singing “November 
Rain” and the guy came in to tell us we 
were out of time, and he heard me singing 
it. Instead of telling us to leave, he brought 
us free nachos.

On your list of accomplishments, where 
does that time in 2002 rank, when 
People Magazine named you “Sexiest 
Newcomer”?
Oh, somewhere floating in the middle, I’d 
say. When you talk about high fives to your 
younger self, when you read something 
like that, you think about every girl who 
rolled their eyes when you’d go up and say 
hi to them, and then you’re all like, “Good 
job!” If I could go back and tell that young 
kid, “You’re gonna be People Magazine’s 
‘Sexiest,’ he would’ve had a lot easier of 
a time.” Those awkward times give you 
character, though, I think.

And then you think, “If only I knew then 
what I know now.”
I  don’t think you ever wanna peak in high 
school either. I don’t think you want to 
have your most confidence when you’re 15 
or 16 years old, or you turn into Al Bundy. 
It’s good to go through the 15-, 16-year-
old period where you don’t have your shit 
together, where you feel like you do need to 
figure out what your identity is, where you 
need to figure out where your walls should 
be and where your confidence needs to lie. 
If I didn’t have that period where I didn’t fit 
in and I didn’t make the team, then, truly, 
I don’t think I would’ve had as much of a 
desire to really find my true self in my 20s.

Knowing how far you’ve come into 
yourself, it must be really rewarding to 
see you’re a source of inspiration for 
people now, many of them gay. Is there a 
story you can recall from someone who’s 
LGBT who was affected by your music?
Oh, it’s every concert. I’ll meet people 
backstage and it’s always so wonderful for 
me. When you get to really look somebody 
in the eye and see that your song has 
helped somebody through a hard time 
or kept them from harming themselves 
or made them not feel so alone, it gives 
you perspective and it gives you a reason 
to do what you do. Without fail, during 
almost every show that I’ve done, I’ve met 
somebody from the LGBT community 
backstage that has said that my music in 
their own life has played a huge part in 
(helping them) feel a part of this universe 
and be confident in who they are, and also 
able to express themselves. I always try 
to find songs and sing songs that try to 
express those beliefs and those values, so 
it’s always very gratifying when somebody 
shares those stories with me.

You notably sang with the Gay Men’s 
Chorus of Washington, D.C. during 
President Obama’s Inaugural Opening 
Ceremony in January 2009. What 
was it like being a part of such a big 
moment in LGBT history?
Those steps and that environment were 
about equal rights in the African-American 
community 50, 60 years ago, and to be able 
to represent the LGBT community and one 
of the great equal rights issues of our times 
– and share that moment proudly on those 
steps – was a tremendous honor for me. 
I was so thrilled that this administration 
had the wherewithal to understand the 
importance of it, and to do that musically 
– it’s one of my favorite things that I have 
done of all time. 
Chris Azzopardi is the editor of Q Syndicate, the interna-
tional LGBT wire service. Reach him via his website at www.
chris-azzopardi.com.

 | By Chris Azzopardi

I t all began with the bears.
“I’m like, ‘Are you a baseball 

team?’” Says Josh Groban, recalling 
an early-career encounter with a man 
who informed the crooner about his 
growing number of gay bear fans.

Nearly 15 years later, members of 
the LGBT community – even the non-
hairy ones – are still feeling struck and 
soothed by Groban’s elastic range. _
Stages_ is yet another swoon-worthy set 
from the singer. His first collection of 
songs from musicals, Groban takes on 
some of Broadway’s best for the album, 
which includes “You’ll Never Walk Alone” 
from _Carousel_ and _The Phantom 
of the Opera_ showstopper “All I Ask 
Of You,” a duet with Kelly Clarkson.

While discussing the release during 
a recent interview, the 34-year-old 
also highlighted the significance of 
performing with the Washington, D.C. 

Gay Men’s Chorus during Obama’s 
2009 presidential inauguration, the 
validation his younger “awkward” 
self felt after being named “Sexiest 
Newcomer” and how Ryan Gosling 
put the singer’s sexuality to the test.
I was fortunate enough to see you 
during the summer of 2014 in Toronto 
for Rufus Wainwright’s _If I Loved 
You: Gentlemen Prefer Broadway – An 
Evening of Love Duets_, where you got 
your gay on.
(Laughs). I’ll always put my gay on for 
Rufus.

During an interview you did regarding 
that performance, Rufus referred to 
you as a “dreamboat.” At this point in 
your career, are you used to that kind of 
attention from gay men?
Yeah, it’s happened from time to 
time. Look, when Rufus Wainwright 
is complimenting you, musically or 
otherwise, it’s a great honor. Something 

that was surprising to me that happened 
when I first got signed at 19, 20 years old: I 
was at some kind of shop, and I was walking 
around with someone – it was probably 
my girlfriend – and this guy comes up 
to me and goes, “Hey, I just want you to 
know, the bears love you.” I’m like, “Excuse 
me? What?” And I didn’t know what that 
meant! I’m like, “Are you a baseball team?”

How did you figure out what type of 
bears he was referring to?
I  think some Googling had to take place. 
And it was like, “Oh. Ohhhh!” (Laughs)

And you’re like, “Not the bears in the 
forest.”
Yeah, and not the Chicago Bears.

If you could duet on a love song with 
any man, who would it be and why?
If I could sing with _any_ man, it would 
probably be Brian Stokes Mitchell. I love 
his voice, and I grew up listening to his 

voice. There’s such a warm tone to the way 
he sings, and he’s just such a great actor 
and a really great guy. We would do a killer 
“Pretty Women” (from _Sweeney Todd_), 
I think.

You’re from L.A., and you went to arts 
schools, including Interlochen Center 
for the Arts in Michigan. I imagine 
you’ve been immersed in the gay 
community for much of your life. Did 
you find a lot of gay people gravitating 
to you at a young age?
Like you said, I went to a wonderful arts 
camp at Interlochen. I went to a great arts 
high school in Los Angeles – L.A. County 
High School for the Arts – and grew up 
in Los Angeles and with a wonderful arts 
background, and I got to meet all sorts of 
people. Many of my friends were gay at 
these places – at camp, at school.

Josh
Groban 
bears all!
Troubadour talks bear fans, drag queens,

gay rumors and his dream Broadway role
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 | By John Buchanan

H ello, my fabulous, gorgeous, 
gayborhood residents. I love 

today’s topic. Like RuPaul always says, “If 
you don’t love yourself, how the hell you 
gonna love somebody else?”

The beautiful flowers you decide 
to plant in your yard actually send 
the message of who and what you are 
throughout the gayborhood. Yes ma’am, 
those flowers tell your secrets. After 
reading this you will know why you 
love certain flowers more than others; 
hopefully their identifying characteristics 
are pretty true to heart and home.

I asked some local celebrities in our 
gayborhood what their flower of choice 
would be in their yard so we could learn 
a little more about our who favorite local 
entertainers or promoters truly are. I 
believe flowers are a miracle of nature and 
I see gay people the same way: as unique 
miracles of nature. No two flowers are the 
same. Yes we might look alike, act alike, 
and want to be like others, yet we are still 
individuals fighting the fight and striving 
to be the most beautiful flower in the 
gayborhood.

Flowers make you happy, make you 
smile, and fill us with their beautiful 
natural fragrances. Here’s another 
comparison: We always put on designer 
fragrances so we smell oh-so-good! After 
reading this article I hope you drive 
through the gayborhood and maybe see 
your neighbors in a different perspective.

Let’s explore what your favorite 
flowers say about you. Obviously, the 
most popular flower in the community 
is the rose. Regardless of your color 
choice, roses represent that you are a true 
romantic at heart. You are passionate 
and sensitive—sometimes too sensitive. 
You care about what others say about 
you. You strive for perfection and, deep 
down, you desire a romantic meaningful 
relationship. Even if you say you don’t 
want one, Blanche, you truly do. The 
rose has spoken! I love roses and I think 
they identify me pretty damn well.

We all know and love Craig Henderson. 
He is the owner and producer of a lot of 
the pageants in our city, as well as on the 
state and national level, like the Miss 
USofA contest and lots of others. His 
flower choice is the yellow rose. After 
understanding the roses’ meanings, I 
can truly see you Craig as being a rose 
fellow! Kofi Cakes also loves the yellow 
rose and anyone and everyone who knows 
Kofi knows these rose characteristics are 
spot on. Congrats, Kofi, on winning your 
latest title, Miss Continental Plus 2015! 
Another incredible entertainer, Dessie 
Love Blake, is also a fan of the rose. Yes, 
if you know her you know she truly fits 
the rose category. Dessie, you have been 
a wonderful Miss Texas America! Adecia 
Iman Williams shared with me her flower 
of choice is definitely the white rose. I 
wonder if there is any coincidence that 
her gown last year was a beautiful white 
gown; she won Miss Texas USofA 2014!

Funny thing about roses: Even though 
they are truly beautiful, if you don’t 
handle them carefully they will prick 
you with their thorns. I guess that has 
another meaning, but I choose to only 
look at the beauty side of the rose!

Next issue, we’ll discuss some of our 
gayborhood’s other favorite flowers, and 
the fabulous entertainers who love them. 

Gayborhood
Nature’s Miracle, Part 1:

Your flower identifies you

Intero Realty’s John Buchanan has more than twenty years’ experience as a Realtor, and writes ‘In the Gayborhood’ to 
communicate, educate, and save his clients money. He welcomes all referrals, whether you’re buying, selling, renting, or 
leasing. For more information, call 832-969-4352 or email Johnwb214@aol.com
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Make It Happen with David Lorms
Life’s a Beach:

Meet Surfhouse’s 
Lloyd Sandel
 | By Sally Adams And David Lorms

L loyd Sandel and his wife, Carol, own 
the Surfhouse, Texas’ oldest surf and 

skateboard shop, and one of only two in 
Houston.

A native Houstonian, Sandel went 
to college at Pasadena City College in 
California, where he began to surf while 
in Southern California. While vacationing 
in Houston, he saw that surfing had come 
to town and never returned to California. 
While working for the postal system, he 
started repairing surfboards for BJ’s Surf 
Shop. The rest is Houston surfing history.

The Sandels’ first shop was located in 
the Memorial area. “That’s where the 
surfers lived,” Sandel said in a recent 
interview on Make It Happen With 
David Lorms, an online motivational 
business radio show that streams live each 
Wednesday at noon on www.KBRZSports.
com.

In 1967, the business moved to its 
present location on 34th and Ella.

“In the ‘60s, long boards were in and 
perfect for the gulf coast’s slower surf,” 
Sandel said, regarding the evolution of 
surfing. “Short boards were the trend in the 
late ‘70s, and by the ‘80s surfing was almost 
dead in Texas because surfboards were the 
size of potato chips! It was just not cool to 
be seen with a long board on the beach.

“The ‘80s brought in the golden age 
of skateboarding with pros, high-dollar 
competitions and major sponsorships,” 
Sandel continued.

Sandel is closely connected to the 
Thanksgiving Turkey Jam, a popular event 
in its 31st year in the Houston’s skateboard 
community. “The Jam started as a way for 
skaters to get away from helping with the 
dishes on Thanksgiving Day,” he laughed.

“Now it’s on Thanksgiving weekend 
because it got too big for just one day.”

Proceeds from the event go to Public 
Use Skate, which helped develop first 
Houston first public skate park, a top-
rated, 30,000-square foot park.

“When we originally skated on public 
property we were chased off by police. It 
was considered a ‘bad boy’ sport. Now the 
city embraces it,” Sandel adds.

Carol Sandel, Sandel’s wife, became 
involved in the clothing and accessories 
side as he happily ran the now surf interest, 
later adding a skateboard element.

“Surfing apparel, mostly baggies (loose 
shorts), and T-shirts helped save the 
sport,” Sandel said. “Now surf wear and 
skate wear are available everywhere, even 
in land-locked states! Surfing has helped 
many a small beach community all over 
the world, and skate boarding is big all 
over the world—even in war-torn areas.”

There are currently ten surf shops in 
Galveston and two in Houston. Sandel’s 
friends and customers often keep him up to 
date on trends and new products before his 
manufacturers let him know.

“Board-making is light years ahead of 
the old days,” he said. “Epoxy foam instead 
of polyester, but not much has changed 
in the actual sport. Kids continue to 
embarrass us older guys.”

Sandel still loves surfing and still rides 
the waves on select days. “It’s funny, once 
I opened a surf shop, I didn’t have very 
much time to surf any more!” he said. “But 
once you are a skater or surfer, you do it 
until you can’t!”

More words of wisdom and 
encouragement from Lloyd Sandel:

• Skateboarding advice: “Wear a 
helmet at all times. The skate parks 
demand it. If not just cruising around, 
wear elbow, knee and wrist guards.”

• Business advice: “Be knowledgeable 
and skilled about what you love, and 
stick to it! For example, we never sold 
in-line skates or windsurfing, paddle 
surfing or kite surfing because we aren’t 
experts in those fields. And be prepared 
to work twice the hours of a 9-to-5 job.”

• Learning how to surf: “There are 
a few surf shops in Galveston that have 
schools and give private lessons. You learn 
the basics instead of having to learn what 
do to and not to do while in the water.”

• Funniest surfing story: “A 
hurricane hit the Gulf the day of my 
wedding, and my best man and I hit 
the waves before the ceremony. Carol 
was the only one of our group who was 
not worried about us coming back on 
time—or at all. She was used to it!”

• Biggest surprise after 47 years in 
business: “I still love this. It’s fun and 
it makes me happy. If I’m able to put a 
sentence together when I wake up, I’m 
good to go! Carol and I are both “pseudo-
grandparents” to so many kids, and we 
have enjoyed watching them grow up.” 

To learn more about the shop and 
check on the surf conditions in both 
Galveston and Surfside beaches, visit
www.surfhousesurfcam.com.
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• Visas
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• Dream Act
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 Waiver
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FREE 
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Award-winning insurance professional and author David Lorms hosts ‘Make It Happen With David Lorms’, an online moti-
vational business radio show on www.KBRZSports.com live each Wednesday at noon. For more information, visit www.
spreaker.com/user/7420120 or www.lormsinsuranceservices.com.

Surfhouse’s Lloyd Sandel, left, and David Lorms.
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Foodie Diaries

 | By Jim Ayres

I ’m proud of the fact that, after 16 
years in Houston, my Glinda the 

Good Witch persona remains intact. 
Mostly. But even I have a long night every 
now and then. Waking up after one too 
many Jack and Cokes, I head directly to 
the greatest hangover helper I know: a 
big plate of Americanized Chinese food 
and a Dr. Pepper. Here are some of my 
favorite spots in and around Montrose, 
in order of distance from my bed.

 AUNTIE CHANG’S DUMPLING HOUSE.
Climbing the stairs to the second floor 

of the center at Shepherd and Westheimer 
is treacherous (and the elevator smells). 
But once there, you’ll find the best 
General Tso’s chicken in Houston. It’s 
sweet and indulgent, but not too spicy. As 
Auntie Chang’s name implies, handmade 
steamed dumplings are the specialty 
here, and they’re terrific. I have no 
problem finishing six or so in one sitting. 
Auntie Chang’s Dumpling House, 2621 S. 
Shepherd Drive, Houston, Texas 77098. 
www.auntiechangs.com or 713-524-8410.

Shanghai River. Walk into this 
windowless River Oaks stalwart and time 
warp back to the 1970s. Heavily paneled 
and ultra-comfy, the room may be dark but 
your mood will brighten with the Marvin 
Zindler Happy Family platter—chicken, 
beef, shrimp, scallops and every vegetable 
you can imagine. Or, if you’re exceptionally 
lethargic, order the Shredded Spicy Beef 
and you’ll wake right up! Shanghai River, 
2407 Westheimer Road, Houston, Texas 
77098. www.shanghairiverrestaurant.
com or 713-528-5528.

CAFÉ GINGER AND QIN DYNASTY.
High style is the draw for these sister 

restaurants. Choose Café Ginger on West 
Gray or Qin Dynasty on Buffalo Speedway 
at Westpark, and marvel in the eye-
popping artifacts and chandeliers. The 
quality of the food matches the décor—all 
chicken dishes are 100 percent breast, for 
example. I love the piquant Shrimp with 
Garlic Sauce and the Buddha’s Delight 
vegetarian platter with tofu, mushrooms, 
asparagus, broccoli and bok choy. Café 
Ginger, 1952 West Gray Street, Houston, 

Texas 77019. www.cafeginger.net or 713-
528-4288. Qin Dynasty, 5115 Buffalo 
Speedway, Houston, Texas 77005. www.
qindynasty.biz or 713-660-8386.

 3-6-9 ORIENTAL BISTRO.
Once endangered, it now appears that 

3-6-9 at Montrose and Westheimer will 
be with us for the foreseeable future. 
And that’s a good thing, because I cannot 
imagine life without their Crispy Spicy 
Asparagus appetizer. One bite and you’ll 
want to keep the whole plate to yourself, 
they’re so addictive. 3-6-9 takes a no-frills 
approach to such favorites as Szechuan 
Chicken and Lo Mein, but the results are 
as comforting as you’ll find anywhere. 3-6-
9 Oriental Bistro, 1009 Westheimer Road, 
Houston, Texas 77006 or 713-524-8686.

AMBASSADOR.
When you walk into Ambassador 

Chinese Food on Richmond (right over 
that obnoxious train track, next to Ragin’ 
Cajun) you’ll be warmly greeted by Wendy, 
whose family has owned this quiet place 
for more than 40 years. If you’re hurting, 
one of Ambassador’s egg rolls will make 
you feel well again. They’re the greasiest 
I’ve ever had—just like a perfect egg roll 
should be! Ambassador’s vegetarian 
menu is expansive, with Chow Fen Si 
a standout, a potpourri of vegetables 
sautéed with cellophane noodles. 
Ambassador Chinese, 4326 Richmond 
Avenue, Houston, Texas 77027. www.
ambassadorchinese.com or 713-877-9394.

KAM’S FINE CHINESE.
I didn’t purposely save this Montrose 

favorite for last, as the food here is several 
notches above many other Chinese 
restaurants. (If you’re a regular, the staff 
will remember you and your favorite 
menu items.) Mine are the jubilant Black 
Pepper and soothing Honey preparations. 
Just choose the style you like best, 
then pick your protein, and a huge 
plate of Kam’s fineness is just minutes 
away. Kam’s is also famous for its wine 
list, making it perfect for a date night 
when you’re both “under the weather!” 
Kam’s Fine Chinese, 4500 Montrose 
Boulevard, Houston, Texas 77006. www.
kamscuisine.com or 713-529-5057. 

Inscrutably Delicious

Good old American
Chinese food to the 
(hangover) rescue

Have a dumpling, darling
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| By Paula Dream (AKA Kale Haygood)

D ue to a week in West Hollywood 
and two appearances at The Price 

is Right, and a storm bringing water 
into my house, I have been quite busy.  

Let me tell you, West Hollywood 
bars and clubs have nothing on 
Houston, other than inflated drink 
prices. There is absolutely no 
daytime activity, like there is here. 

Oh, let me take that back. There is one 
place that opens at 10 a.m. if the bartender 
can find the keyhole to unlock the door.  It 
kind of reminds me of the old Mary’s. 
Well, maybe a little different. We’ve all 
heard of a coat checks, right? Well, here 
they provide a walker/cane check. And 
outside, there are Rascal electric scooters 
chained to the parking meters. One of 
them, I noticed, had a parking boot on it. 
I wonder how much that ticket will be?  

The folks there were real nice, but 
there was a distinct odor present—
something like a mixture of Old Spice, 
Icy Hot, and Bengay (or, “Been Gay”.) 
It kind of reminded me of my dear 
friend Jerry Jones’s bartending days at 
Mary’s. They had a friendly bartender, 
with all the regulars in their regular 
seats, putting their usual lunch order 
together from Hamburger Mary’s.

Yes Houston, we are spoiled. People 
are nicer here and you do not have to put 
a cocktail on a zero-down, zero-percent, 
60-month finance plan.  

And both days at vwere a hoot. No, I did 
not get picked.  

But…I will never fly American/US Air, 
ever again. I had the privilege (or not) to 
visit four airports on my mini-vacation. 
I screamed at a ticketing agent, calling 
him an idiot, and I told an interrupting 
bystander: “Lady, if you are not a solution 
to the problem then shut up!”

And I screamed at the hotel clerk for 
charging me $30 per night for a parking 
space that didn’t exist. Other than that, I 
had a blast! After this trip, I’m glad to say: 

“All my exes live in Texas!”
Well, let’s get some good food going. 

Spring is here and I’m certain many will be 
hosting some springtime cocktail parties. 
And summer is quickly approaching, too, 
so the pool parties will begin. Try these 
tasty recipes for your hors-d’oeuvres!

BEEF BISQUIT CAKES
1 pound ground beef or pork, browned and 
drained
1 14-ounce jar spaghetti sauce
2 eight-ounce cans refrigerated biscuits
1 cup shredded cheddar cheese

Combine ground beef and sauce 
in a medium-size cast iron skillet or 
frying pan, cooking over medium heat 
for approximately ten minutes. Place 
individual biscuits in a greased muffin 
pan, forming a large hole in center 
of each. Spoon approximately two 
tablespoons of the meat mixture into 
cup you have made. Sprinkle with 
cheese. You can also substitute sliced 
pepperoni for your meat filling.  

Now that corn is coming in to 
season and is sometimes on sale at 
the markets, I have been asked how 
to make really good cream corn. 

SWEET CREAM CORN
2 cups fresh corn cut from the cob; reserve 
juices

1-1/2 cups Half & Half
2 generous tablespoons 
butter
1 tablespoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon salt, or to taste

Combine all ingredients 
in a saucepan, bringing 
to a boil over medium 
heat. Simmer uncovered 
for eight minutes. 

Paula Dream (AKA Kale Haygood) 
owns Beyond Service, a Montrose-
based, home-cooking catering 
company. For more information, call 
713-805-4106 or email barrykale@
yahoo.com.

There’s no place like home (with biscuits and corn)
Cooking with Paula Dream
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Fabulous Floors®

  Wood Floor Resurfacing System

Just a Few Hours From Fabulous!

10 REASONS
to use Fabulous Floors

®:

  1. The Fabulous Floors® process can be completed

      in just a few hours!

  2. Costs less than traditional refinishing.

  3. Adds value to your home.

  4. Final finish is long-lasting polyurethane.

      Choice of matte, satin, semi-gloss and high gloss.

  5. Our high quality polyurethane finishes make 

      everyday cleaning easier.

  6. Completely dustless and odorless system.

  7. All surface nicks and scratches will be lightly 

      sanded away and a chemical wash is available 

      for deep cleaning.

  8. All work is done in-house, no sub-contractors.

  9. Furniture can be moved for a small fee.

10. Family owned and operated.

HARDWOOD FLOOR REFINISHING
& INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

SPECIAL!
89¢
per square foot

A  Revolutionary Wood 
Floor Resurfacing System

SPECIAL!SPECIAL!

WOW!

99¢
Per square

foot

FREE
ESTIMATE

Call
Today!

832-904-9100
www.FabulousFloorsUSA.com

| By Mark Kariel

T he RuPaul’s Drag Race hits just keep on happening in Houston as South Beach 
welcomes two more top queens for special guest appearances. First, the lovely 

Kennedy Davenport hits the stage on April 25, followed by Ginger Minj on May 2.
For both Saturday nights, there will be one big show with an encore after midnight, followed 

by an autograph and photo shoot party. Come have your photo taken with these fabulous 
Season 7 queens from RuPaul’s Drag Race! For more information, visit www.sobehouston.com, 
or call 713-521-0107. South Beach is located at 810 Pacific St.  Houston, Texas 77006.

Kennedy davenport — Saturday, April 25
Kennedy Davenport is many things 

wrapped into one delightful package.  
A native of Dallas, Kennedy continues to be 

a force to reckon with as one of 14 contestants 
on Season 7 of RuPaul’s Drag Race. A pageant 
queen and winner of many titles at both 
the state and national levels, Kennedy is 
known for tearing up the dance floor.

Through press time, Kennedy has 
two main challenge wins under her belt, 
including the “Snatch Game”, always the 
most anticipated episode of the season. 
In what was considered a huge risk, 
playing a man, Kennedy delivered an 
impersonation of Little Richard that was 
complete in all senses, including the look, 
the mannerisms, plus Little Richard’s 
signature howl. She and Ginger Minj both 
were declared the winners of Snatch Game.

In Episode 3, “ShakesQueer”, Kennedy 
landed her one and only time in the bottom  
 

two, lip-syncing for her life against fellow 
competitor and dear friend, Jasmine 
Masters. That was apparently a wake-
up call for high-energy Kennedy.  The 
following week, in Episode 4’s “Spoof! 
(There It Is)”, Kennedy impressed all of the 
judges. The main challenge that episode 
was to create a music video parody by 
writing lyrics, doing vocals, and shooting a 
music video to one of RuPaul’s songs.

Kennedy and her team, which consisted 
also of Ginger Minj, Kandy Ho, and Mrs. 
Kasha Davis, were assigned the song 
“Let The Music Play”, for which they 
called their spoof “I Got Paid”.  As the 
winner of the challenge, Kennedy also 
won a three-year supply of essential 
family products from The Honest 
Company, a company co-founded by 
actress Jessica Alba, who appeared as 
one of two guest judges for this episode.   

GinGer Minj — Saturday, May 2
With humble beginnings as a child 

actor in a series of Christian movies 
and books on tape (really?)—even 
winning a best actor award for the 
State of Florida in 2002—Joshua 
Eads-Brown has come a long way!

Performing as Ginger Minj, his 
comedy and pageantry led to many 
pageant titles, including Miss Gay United 
States 2013, Miss National Comedy 
Queen 2012, and many other titles.

A triple threat who can act, dance 
and sing live, Ginger continues 
to show us exactly why she was 
named as one of 14 contestants for 
Season 7 of RuPaul’s Drag Race.  

Through press time, Ginger has 
two main challenge wins to her name, 
and (at least so far) no trips to the 
bottom two to lip sync for her life! 

Ginger’s first main challenge win came 
in Episode 2, “Glamazonian Airways”, 
in which the queens were required to 
perform a mash-up of spoken word and 
song for a pre-flight safety video for 
the imaginary airline. As the challenge 
winner, Ginger received five nights of 

luxury hotel accommodations courtesy of 
My Gay Getaway.  After all the traveling 
that I expect Ginger will be doing in 
the near future, that R-and-R should 
be just what the doctor ordered!

Ginger’s second main challenge win 
was, of course, the highly anticipated 
“Snatch Game”, in which she slayed 
Adele. The look was perfection, the 
accent was perfection, and the one-liners 
were perfection. What else can I say?  

RU-Minder: 
Season 7 of RuPaul’s Drag 
Race is in full swing!

Head on over to JR’s Bar & Grill each 
Monday night for a viewing party. The 
show starts at 8 p.m. JR’s Bar & Grill 
is located at 808 Pacific St. Houston, 
Texas 77006.

Don’t miss these queens!  a

Stay tuned for the next edition of the 
MONTROSE STAR for many more 
upcoming RuPaul’s Drag Race events.

HOUPAUL: ALL THINGS RUPAUL IN HOUSTON!
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The game that snatched  the crown
• Just a pinch of Ginger

• Ask not what Kennedy can do for you
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A GRAND EVENING OF COMEDY CLASSICS

Lily Tomlin and characters come
to The Grand 1894 Opera House

“One ringy dingy, two ringy-
dingies.….” Those memorbale 

words are easily recognizable as 
one of the the catchphrases of sassy 
telephone operator Ernestine, one 
of the many characters performed by 
legendary comedian, Lily Tomlin.

On Saturday, May 9, 8 p.m.Tomlin brings 
her clown car full of characters to life and 
more with a one-night only performance 
at the Grand 1894 Opera House (“The 
Official Opera House of the State of 
Texas”) in Galveston. Tomlin’s apearance 
opens the Grand’s 2015 summer season.

Tomlin’s characters have produced 
side-splitting entertainment for legions 
of adoring fans, but LGBT fans are 
especially appreciative of her talents. 
Though she didn’t publicly come 
out until 2008, the fact that Tomlin 
is a lesbian wasn’t a closely guarded 
secret: she lived with her partner and 
collaborator, Jane Wagner for more than 
forty years before the two were wed in 
Los Angeles on New Year’s Eve in 2013.

A comedic star of stage, screen, and 
television, Lily Tomlin has received 
numerous awards, including six Emmys; 
two Tonys; an Outer Critics’ Circle Award; 
a Grammy; two Peabody Awards; and 
the list goes on and on. In 2003, she was 
the recipient of the prestigious Mark 
Twain Prize for American Humor and in 

2015, the Kennedy Center Honors. Her 
work on television in Rowan & Martin’s 
Laugh-In beginning in 1968 raised her to 
national prominance as a comedic actor, 
but she became in demand equally for her 
dramatic work in television and film.

Although Tomlin claims she wasn’t 
funny as a child, she admits she “knew 
who was and lifted all their material right 
off the TV screen.” After high school, she 
enrolled at Wayne State University to 
study medicine, but courses in theatre 
arts compelled her to leave college to 
become a performer in local coffee houses. 
And as they say, “the rest is history.”

Tomlin currenly co-stars with Jane 
Fonda on Grace and Frankie, a Netflix 
television series about two women 
whose husbands have left them for 
each other. The two award-winning 
actors first worked together in the 1980 
comedy film 9-to-5, with Dolly Parton.

Come prepared for an evening of 
giggles. As Tomlin’s six-year-old Edith 
Ann would say: “And that’s the truth!”

Lily Tomlin: An Evening of Classics
Saturday, May 9, 8 p.m.
The Grand 1894 Opera House
2020 Postoffice Street, Galveston
Tickets: 409-765-1894, 800-821-1894, 
or www.thegrand.com.

Man with a Horn

Trumpeter Chris Botti
plays Galveston’s 
Grand 1894 Opera House
W ith four number-one designations 

on Billboard’s Jazz Albums charts, 
trumpeter Chris Botti’s stellar body of work 
has firmly established him as the world’s 
largest selling jazz instrumentalist.

On Sunday, May 3, the Grammy Award-
winning trumpeter brings his golden hair 
and his golden trumpet to the Grand 1894 
Opera House for a very special afternoon 
performance. Joining Botti to accompany 
him is his eleven-member musical 
ensemble; a guest vocalist and a guest 
violinist complete the afternoon’s line-up.

Beginning with his 2004 Jazz CD, When I 
Fall In Love Botti continued to make his mark 
in the music business with more acclaimed 
recordings including To Love Again, Italia, 
and Chris Botti In Boston. In 2013, he received 
a Grammy for Best Pop Instrumental Album 
for his recording, Impressions.

Prior to launching his solo career in 
1995, Botti toured with the legendary 
Frank Sinatra, and spent a decade 
performing and recording with Paul 
Simon. His list of collaborators from 
this period reads like a who’s who in the 
industry: Aretha Franklin, Joni Mitchell, 
Bette Midler, Natalie Cole, and The Who’s 

Roger Daltrey. In 1999, he toured and 
collaborated on a album with Sting.

His work with artists outside of the 
traditional jazz genre, including Yo-Yo Ma, 
Aerosmith’s Steven Tyler, Josh Groban, 
Gladys Knight, and John Mayer has 
introduced his talents to a wide range of 
music lovers.

One of Botti’s most memorable 
performances came in a most unlikely 
venue. In November 2014, Botti performed 
the National Anthem prior to the 
Indianapolis Colts–New York Giants NFL 
game, televised on Monday Night Football. 
His emotional solo delivery moved many 
listeners to tears, including Colts’ wide 
receiver, Reggie Wayne.

Botti’s performance at The Grand is 
sponsored in part by Galveston.com & 
Company, and Texas Commission on the 
Arts and National Endowment for the Arts.

Chris Botti
Sunday, May 3, 4 p.m.
The Grand 1894 Opera House
2020 Postoffice Street, Galveston
Tickets: 409-765-1894,
800-821-1894, or www.thegrand.com.
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Across the Causeway

 | By Forest Riggs

L ordy, we do have it all in Galvetraz. 
They asked me in San Francisco 

and again in North Carolina, “Why 
Galveston? What do you have there?”

My reply in both instances was the 
same: “Hey, it’s the only place I know 
where one can sit at a table, crack crab and 
rub elbows with a millionaire, pothead, 
drag queen, loser, or pillar of society—
and they could all be the same person!”

Enter Robert Durst, millionaire heir to 
a New York real estate fortune, oddball, 
pot-smoking recluse, cross-dresser and, 
yes, murderer! With his recent arrest and 
new accusations of involvement in yet 
another murder, Durst has once again 
become intercourse fodder amongst the 
islanders. For those of us familiar with 
Durst and his shenanigans, the HBO 
documentary “Jinxed” shed little if any 
new light upon our former resident 
and neighbor. His landlord here says, 
“he was just a quiet man that stayed to 
himself…always paid his rent on time.”

Another friend who often supplied 
him with, shall we say, “herb”, says: 
“Oh my god, he was a party animal—
ounce here, ounce there. But a good 
customer, always paid with cash.”

Duh! They always do.
One of the most intriguing aspects of the 

Durst/Galveston saga is the whereabouts 
of the victim’s head. Where did he dispose 
of his former neighbor and friend’s (Morris 
Black) head? Though not too picky about 
throwing the dissected body in Galveston 
Bay, he made sure the head was never to be 
found. Where does one hide a head? Like 
the lost treasure of pirate Jean Lafitte, 
that head has become rather infamous. 
Over the years, I have heard several 
folks give their opinions and unsolicited 
ideas as to where that head was placed, 
but so far, it has not been discovered.

All of us Galvestonians joke that 
the island is very forgiving but never 
forgetting. A cluster of crazies and 
characters, of course we are going to 
get out of line from time to time, make 
asses of ourselves (or worse), or cause 
a scene in a bar. But we just laugh and 
chalk it up to Galveston. It’s over the 
next time you are out and about. But 
forgotten? No way! Robert Durst was that 
kind of island resident: Unforgettable.

There have been other murders over 
the years, both solved and unsolved. Once 
there was a respected butcher storeowner, 
Mr. Louis Alberti. He and his wife Lizzy 
had eight children, two of whom died of 
natural causes. On the night of December 
4, 1894, Lizzie poisoned her remaining 
six children. Eight days later she was 
declared “insane” and committed to an 
asylum in San Antonio. (Isn’t that the 
name of a gay bar there?) Four years 
later, she died from a morphine overdose 
and was buried alongside her children in 
the Galveston Cemetery on Broadway.

If you look a little deeper, there is even 
an island connection, albeit a rather 
weak one, to England’s infamous Jack 
the Ripper who once visited Galveston 
and performed his surgical skills on 
one Melinda Mieling. In December of 
1892, Meiling’s mother found her body 
in their upper attic room, splayed open, 
disemboweled and carotids very “neatly” 
cut. The cuts were so surgically performed, 
that the foot of a four or five-month-
old fetus could be seen protruding from 
the slashed womb. The Galveston Daily 
News (December 13, 1892, Page 8) carried 
horrific headlines: “A Brutal Murder—
Has Jack the Ripper Invaded Texas at 
Last?” The article, grossly detailed, 
went on to describe the bloody scene as 
“Horrible Work Skillfully Done”. Though 
two locals were accused and 
caught, they were both found 
innocent and later released.

In her book The Ripper: 
The American Connection, 
author Shirley Harrison 
painstakingly asserts that 
James Maybrick was indeed 
Jack the Ripper and that he 
had visited the seaport cotton 
market of Galveston. There 
had been a series of unsolved, 

U.S. murders in 1890 (two years after 
the White Chapel murders in England); 
all were very similar to the English 
murders in executed style and message. 
The mutilations took place in New York, 
San Francisco, Galveston and Atlanta, 
and eight young ladies were slashed in 
Austin. In her book, Harris asserts that 
Maybrick, being consumed with anger 
and rage after seeing his American wife 
with another man very near the White 
Chapel neighborhood, sought to destroy 
young women he encountered—especially 
those that were a little lacking in morals. 
Maybrick, according to Harris’ research, 
did visit those important points of 
commerce, mostly all crowded port towns, 
when in the United States on business.

Lizzie Alberti, Jack the Ripper, and 
even Robert Durst, all make 
for very interesting studies 
in crime. Even though recent 
claims state the discovery 
of Jack the Ripper, those 
claims have not been officially 
proven. Durst, like Alberti, 
was guilty, admitting to the 

gruesome murder and dismemberment 
of Morris Black; however, with his money 
and exceptional legal counsel, he was 
acquitted. Later he served some time for 
jumping bail and fleeing to Pennsylvania 
where he was arrested for stealing chicken 
salad and band aids—all the while having 
five hundred dollars in his pocket.

While living in Galveston, Robert 
Durst was well known in the LGBT 
community. He created a female 
counterpart, “Dorothy”, and used this get-
up as way to maneuver around the island 
without being recognized as millionaire 
Durst. When out in the bars, he cleverly 
made everyone believe that Dorothy 
could not hear or speak; if she wanted 
to communicate, she wrote notes.

Sitting in bars like Robert’s Lafitte or the 
Kon Tiki, he often saw the breathtaking 
performances of island drag diva, C. C. 
Ryder, who had just been crowned Miss 
Gay America. Durst approached C.C. and 
requested help with drag tips and details of 
how to transform himself into a believable 
female. God bless C.C. and her efforts; she 
did her best to assist Durst with transition.

At the time, C.C. had no clue as to 
the true identity of Durst; she simply 
thought he was yet “another older 
man, probably married, wishing to 
explore his ‘pinker’ side,” she said.

C.C. shared make-up tips and taught 
Durst how to “tuck the monster” and 
gird his loins in fancy dresses. Lord 
knows, given Durst’s natural appearance, 
C.C. had quite a challenge! Durst would 
often be seen sitting at Lafitte’s where 
he was known to pull the wig from his 
gray head, scratch his scalp and return 
the faux hair. He enjoyed shopping at 
Arlan’s, the local grocery store where he 
was frequently seen picking out fresh 
produce (for Head Stew, perhaps?).

One night in 2005, when Durst was 
not supposed to be on Galveston soil, 
I myself encountered him in a bar. He, 
or I should say “Dorothy”, was very 
quiet, reserved, and sat alone as he 
scribbled on a napkin. I said hello but 
was quickly given the indication she did 
not want to be bothered. He did scrawl, 
“You have very pensive eyes,” then 
stood and left. Thank you Mr. Durst—
the eyes have it, even to a murderer!

So now everything we see and hear 
in the news is about Robert Durst, the 
murder(s) he committed, his trials, his 
personal life, and even photos of the 
perfect, little, trimmed cottage that 
became a death trap for Mr. Morris. 
For us Galvestonians, he is just another 
infamous character that I-45 led to the 
island where the beautiful C.C. Ryder is 
still knocking ‘em dead (pardon the pun) 
and, as far as we all know, has not bumped 
off anyone…yet! Like Mrs. Alberti and even 
Jack the Ripper, only time will tell. 

A resident of Galveston where he can be found wasting 
bait and searching for the meaning of life, Forest Riggs 
recently completed a collection of short stories about his 
beloved island and is working on a novel.

Death Among the Oleanders:

Poison, paint, and mysteries

C. C. Ryder

Robert Durst

Shirley Harrison’s
The RippeR:
The AmeRicAn connecTion
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April 22 – May 6, 2015

IN HOUSTON & GALVESTON

Next2Weeks!
THURSDAY, 

April 23
FRIDAY, 
April 24

SATURDAY, 
April 25

SUNDAY, 
April 26

a Arena Theatre: 
Air Supply – 40th Anniversary Tour. 
Visit www.ArenaHouston.com 
for information

a Arena Theatre: Made in Mexico, 
Una Historia de Amor. Visit www.
ArenaHouston.com for information

a The Cynthia Woods Mitchell Pavilion: 
Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga

a Club Houston: Happy 50th Anniversary! 
a F Bar: #FlexFriday with Connor Maguire, 11:30pm
a KRave Galveston: Legends Drag Show hosted 

by Bubbalicious, 11pm

a Discovery Green: 
Stop the Silence 5K Walk/Run, 1500 
McKinney St., 8am

a KRave Galveston: 
Krave Drag Show hosted by Kara Dion, 
11pm

a The Ripcord: Come get lai’d, special 
event, 10-2

a Historic Old Town Spring 
(130 Spring School Rd, Spring, TX): 
2015 Texas Crawfish & Music Festival 
Noon

a KRave Galveston: 
Miss Gay Galveston Pageant 
9pm

a One NRG Park: 
3rd Annual Houston Barbecue Festival

MONDAY, 
April 27

TUESDAY, 
April 28

WEDNESDAY, 
April 29

THURSDAY, 
April 30

FRIDAY, 
May 1

SUNDAY, 
May 3

a House of Blues: 
All Time Low 
5pm

a F Bar: 
RuPaul’s Jaidynn Diore 
Fierce 
makes her Houston debut 
11:30pm

a TC’s Showbar: 
Miss TC’s Contest 2015

a F Bar: 
The F Centrics present 
PHILIA, feat. DJ Joe Ross 
11:30

a Jones Hall: 
Beethoven Piano Concerto 
No. 1 
8pm

a The Cynthia Woods 
Mitchell Pavilion: 
Elton John, 8pm

 

a The Grand 1994 Opera House (Galveston): 
Trumpeter Chris Botti, 4pm. 
Visit www.thegrand.com 
for information.

a The Ripcord: Boots & Boxers Sunday 
T-Dance, a benefit for ERSICSS Reign 31 and 
Woody Stiner IML Fund, 2-6pm

Adult Primary Care
HIV/AIDS Testing & Prevention
Ryan White Health Care Services
STD Screening & Treatment
Transgender Specialty Care
Women’s Services
Body Positive Wellness
Nutritional Counseling

Dental Care
Frost Eye Clinic
Behavioral Health Services
Vaccination & Immunization
Pediatrics
The Assistance Fund
On-site Pharmacy

LegacyCommunityHealth.org1415 California St., Houston, TX 77006  |  832-730-4432

Since 1981, Legacy Community Health Services has been a 
constant presence in the lives of LGBT Houstonians. We were 
there at the beginning of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, providing 
testing and linking clients to care. We are still here now, offering 
comprehensive medical care. For more than 30 years, Legacy 
has been a source of comfort for those who traditionally face 
barriers to care. 

We are, now and always, constantly here for you.

Dates and events subject to change without notice.

Elton John

Chris Botti
All Time Low

Lady Gaga and 
Tony Bennett

Air Supply
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Welsh superstar
talks gay pandering, 
lesbian rumors and 
‘uncomfortable’ pop phase
•| By Chris Azzopardi

“ This line is so sketchy!” says Marina Lambrini Diamandis 
(better known by her stage name, Marina and the Diamonds). 

But despite the fallible international phone connection, 
the Welsh indie-pop artist’s refreshing truthfulness is not 
impeded as she promotes her latest album, FROOT.

Marina can be heard loud and clear while serving major dish 
on a variety of hot topics: lesbian rumors, Katy Perry parties, 
interviews she calls “complete shit” and what she thinks of artists 
who pander to the gay community (Hint: “It’s insulting”). 

So, your new album, Marina: I cried.
Noooo! (Laughs)

Was the experience of creating the music as emotional of an 
experience for you?
Yeah. I mean, maybe in a less intense way because I was writing 
it for over 18 months. With everything (I’m) very kind of exposed, 
but particularly so with this one.

How did you end up making an album that’s very much about 
self-confidence and loving yourself first?
I  can’t really tell you. There’s not an answer for the way I got to 
that point. The relationship you have with yourself – you can’t 
really orchestrate that or make that happen. It’s more than just 
a point you get to in your life. It was very gradual. Obviously, I 
must’ve got to a point where I was inspired enough to write about 
it for songs like “Happy,” but that was quite late in (the recording 
stage), so songs like “Immortal” and “Gold” were written on the 
way to getting to that point, if that makes sense.

So you were working yourself out as you went along?
Yeah, totally.

The album really resonates with me in a way that I think will 
also resonate with a lot of people in the LGBT community. 
A lot of the reason I think I have a gay fan base is because a lot of 
the themes, and the core of the songs, are usually stemming from 
something to do with identity or acceptance. I know that I always 
felt like that and I don’t anymore. FROOT definitely focuses on that, 
but I suppose, yeah, it is a lot about letting go of certain things.

 (Continued on page 28)
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DJ Spotlight

•| By DJ Mark D

D auman Music/Tarpan Records’ 
powerhouse new vocalist Cheyenne 

Elliott debuts on the Billboard Dance 
chart at Number 42 with a bullet this 
week with “With You”. It’s a hands-in-
the-air dance floor anthem celebrating 
that special someone who helps us feel 
alive. While most dance records today lean 
towards an electronic sound, Cheyenne’s 
track presents a more classic, disco vibe. 
Written by Cheyenne and Lisa Gressett 
along with Whitney Houston’s longtime 
collaborator Narada Michael Walden, 
“With You” is a fun, upbeat, warm and 
inviting song. Narada, who was named by 
Billboard as one of the “Top Ten Producers 
With the Most Number One Hits”, also 
by DJ Jamie Sanchez, Denny Tsettos with 
Lenny M. and Giuseppe D., Tunnelmental 
Experimental Assembly, and The Booda. 
“With You – The Remixes” is available on 
iTunes and all major online music retailers 
now from Dauman Music/Tarpan Records.

“Music is in my blood,” says Cheyenne 
Elliott from her home in New York City. 
“Some of my earliest memories are 
crawling into my dad’s studio sessions 
and sitting beside him on stage while he 
played the drums for my grandmother.”

Cheyenne hails from a family of 
musical royalty. Her grandmother is five-
time Grammy award-winner Dionne 
Warwick. Her cousin is Whitney Houston 
and her uncle is hit music producer 
Damon Elliott. Her aunts are Dee Dee 
Warwick and Cissy Houston. Her father, 
David Elliott, is the accomplished 
musical artist and songwriter who 
penned Luther Vandross’ Grammy 
award-winning hit, “Here and Now”. 

Her family background is why 
Cheyenne displays a unique 
confidence rarely seen in most 
20-year-olds. She knows who 
she is as an artist and what she 
aims to achieve through music. 

“I want my positivity to radiate 
so that fans can’t help but react 
with emotion,” she says, aware that 
she is carrying a legacy. “My family 
is a blessing. They inspire me.” 

“My grandmother is probably 
my biggest influence,” Cheyenne 
continues. “She has been such 
a strong force in my life and has 
taught me what music really is and 
what a real music career looks like.” 

Cheyenne names her mother, 
Lisa Gressett, as her best friend and 
was thrilled at the opportunity to 
collaborate with her on “With You”. 

“This was the first song we 
wrote together,” she says. “My 
mother is a wonderful, creative 
person. Working with someone 
you love is always a blast.”

“I first realized Cheyenne had 
inherited ‘the gift’ of song, as I call 
it, at six,” explains Lisa. “She loved 
to sing. It came natural for her.” 

Cheyenne made her Carnegie Hall 
debut at age 12, opening for Gladys 
Knight. That same year, she appeared 
on her grandmother’s My Friends & 
Me album in a duet of “Love Will Find 
A Way” with Dionne Warwick (a song 
Warwick previously recorded with 

Whitney Houston). 
Cheyenne later joined Dionne, David, 

Whitney, Cissy, Dee Dee, Bobbi Kristina 
Brown and others from the family on 
the recording of “Family First,” a song 
that appeared on the soundtrack to Tyler 
Perry’s movie, Daddy’s Little Girls.

“With You” is Cheyenne’s 
first solo release. She recorded 
it at Tarpan Studios in 

California, where Aretha 
Franklin, Mariah Carey, Whitney 
and many other legends have 

recorded their biggest hits.
Like those in her famous family, 

Cheyenne is a soulful singer 
with a rich, powerful tone. 

“Every morning before we 
would start recording, Narada 
would have me pick out a 

motivational card from a 
deck,” Cheyenne recalls from her 
studio sessions with Narada 

Michael Walden. “Then we would 
take that message and let it guide us 
through the day. That was something 
I always looked forward to.” 

The joy can be heard in the vocals 
of “With You”, says Cheyenne’s real 
“Grammy”, Dionne Warwick. “The smile in 
her voice shows the fun she had recording 
the song. I couldn’t be prouder of her!” 

To follow DJ Irene, check her out on Facebook.com/DjIrene, Twitter.com/DjIrene, or Soundcloud.comDjIrene.

Dionne Warwick 
and Cheyenne Elliot.
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•| By DJ Mark D

O n Easter Sunday, for the Trip 
Down The Rabbit Hole party at 

Kryptonite, we brought in a true legend in 
the dance music world, DJ Barry Harris. 

In the 1990s and early 2000s, you may 
remember Barry as part of the incredible 
duo, Thunderpuss. Previously, it was 
in the late ‘80s that Barry experienced 
remarkable success with Kon Kan, a small 
group he formed and conceptualized. The 
song that made the mark for their group 
was the club mega-hit called “I Beg Your 
Pardon” which, of all things, has its roots 
dug deep here in Houston’s dance culture!

As I drove Barry back to the airport 
from the Easter Sunday party, he told 
me the whole scoop behind “I Beg Your 
Pardon”. At the time of its release, I was 
a burgeoning DJ playing at a club in 
Galveston and doing house parties. To 
get our music—club music, that is—we’d 
have to go to record shops and dig through 
the crates to find songs that would please 
our audience. I remember putting the 
Kon Kan record on the turntable in the 
store, and I knew it would be a dance floor 
smash! You could just hear it had a good 
melody and an awesome driving beat! 

Barry, who’s musically inclined, 
decided to try his hand at production. 

“I spent weeks in the studio with the 
engineer we hired to record the song,” he 
says. “We recorded my voice and Kevin’s, 
and cut two versions of the song. I played 
both for a local radio station hoping 
that they would pick my voice, as that 
would save money in the budget if I did 
the vocals, too,” he laughs. “The radio 
station looked at me and said they liked 
Kevin better. I was so disappointed!” 

His disappointment quickly faded as the 
finished product was to be a sure-fire hit.

The record took off in Canada, so it 
needed to move south and become a 
hit here, too! By sheer chance, a New 
York-based Atlantic Records rep named 
Marc Nathan who was on vacation in 
Toronto heard “I Beg Your Pardon” in 
a club where Barry was spinning. Marc 
bought several copies of the single from 

a record store around the corner from 
the club and took them back to New 
York. The single was sent to four radio 
stations, and was received particularly 
enthusiastically in Houston.

It was through the efforts of the 
Record Rack store owner Bruce 
Godwin that “I Beg Your Pardon” 
was introduced to the club scene. 

“Every promo record we pressed 
had a red label on it that I personally 
put on. Each and every record! It 
was so exhausting,” Barry recalls. 

Once on sale at Record Rack, 
tastemakers DJs grabbed it up and 
featured it in their clubs and on their 
radio shows. Radio stations were less 
restrictive when it came to what was 
played in the nightclubs and was broadcast 
on the air. The great clubs of the day 
were Club 6400, Avalon, the Ocean Club, 
Xcess and a few others, and their DJs 
were able to expose the city to so much 
new music! If a record got a lot of phone 
calls at the station as it was being played 
in the club, the station would look at 
putting that song in regular daytime 
rotation, which is exactly what happened 
to Kon Kan’s “I Beg Your Pardon”. 

“KRBE brought us down to do a 
show at the all-ages club called Carz. 
New Kids on the Block opened for us 
as our record was bigger and in the 
Top 5 in Houston at the time,” Barry 
recounts. “This was October of 1988.”

From the days of just being a local 
favorite, it proliferated throughout the 
rest of the country and became a huge 
hit. It became so popular that Atlantic 
Records signed Kon Kan. “I Beg Your 
Pardon” was re-released as a commercial 
recording (no longer just a white label 
promo) in the spring of 1989, and became 
a worldwide hit reaching Billboard’s Top 
20 as well as Top 5 in several countries, 
including the UK. Ultimately, “I Beg Your 
Pardon” earned Kon Kan a Juno Award 
for Best Dance Recording in 1990.

So the next time you hear those iconic 
lyrics, “There once was a time and there 
once was a way,” think of how our little 
oil town made dance floor history! 

Take a trip down the road of musical history Sunday afternoons with DJ JD Arnold’s Dangerous Disco at Eagle Houston 
(611 Hyde Park). It’s the music where we came into our own! Bring your boogie shoes and get ready to use it up and wear 
it out! See you on the dance floor!

No Apologies:

Kon Kan’s 
‘I Beg Your Pardon’
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Across 
1 Cole Porter’s “Well, Did 
You ___”
 5 Word with top, 
for Mauresmo
 9 Name on a bomber
14 Corleone head
15 Loaf of Gomer’s bread
16 Pink fruit
17 Birthright seller
18 Skye on screens
19 Safari head
20 British actor to be 
cast as 33-Across
23 Having one sharp, 
to Bernstein
24 What squirrels do 
with their nuts
25 Emma Peel was one
29 Spasms in chasms?
33 One of the first known 
to undergo gender-
confirming surgery
35 Language of 
Cho’s ancestors
 
 

 
36 “___ Love You” 
(Beatles hit)
37 Lodging place
39 Bowie collaborator
40 Go on foot
44 Illustrator Gerda who 
lived with 33-Across
48 Diana, to the Greeks
50 Rulers like Caligula
51 Ophelia and 
Hamlet or Claire
53 Cock follower
54 Movie currently in 
production about 33-Across
59 G.I. Jane actress
60 Margarine
61 Some escorts want 
them up front
63 Big name in 
Chinese history
64 Photo process
65 Sex type
66 Distributed 
queens, perhaps
67 NBA or NRA
68 Lamarr of Hollywood

Crossword Queeries

Actor/Actress

DJ JD Arnold | Eagle Houston

Club Traxx Top 10
DJ Wrangler | Whiskey Dick's

Hot Country/Western
DJ CJ  | Bayou City Bar

Club Play Top 40
1. Better Have My Money —Rihanna
2. I Bet —Ciara
3. Ice Princess —Azealia Banks
4. GITH —Mad Villainz
5. I Need My Memory Back (Zeros Remix) —The Glitch Mob
6. Somebody —Natalie La Rose (feat. Jeremih)
7. Blessings —Big Sean (feat. Drake)
8. Earned It —The Weeknd
9. All Day —Kanye West
10. Private Party —T.I (feat. Chris Brown)

1. Lift (Barry Harris, Phil B/Dave Aude/Dirty Disco dub) —Dirty Disco feat. 
Debbie Holliday
2. Rise Above The Game (Patterson/Original) —Angel Moraes feat. Neysa Malone
3. I’ll Be There (Orig) —Chic
4. The Giver —Duke Dumont
5. Take Care Of My Heart (Ragin and Dorr) —Eddie Amador and Ultra Nate
6. Woman Power (Alyson Calagna/Mike Cruz/Jane Doze/Rosabel) —Ono
7. Ghosttown (Thrill) —Madonna
8. The Frenchie Thing —Reboot
9. Funky Fresh (Original) —Gussy
10. Thanks To You (Tedd Patterson) —DJ Spen and Tracy Hamlin

1. Homegrown —Zac Brown Band
2. Take Your Time —Sam Hunt
3. Lonely Eyes —Chris Young
4. Drinking Class —Lee Brice
5. Say You Do —Dierks Bentley
6. Homegrown Honey —Darius Rucker
7. Raise ‘Em Up —Keith Urban
8. A Guy Walks Into a Bar —Tyler Farr
9. Ain’t Worth The Whiskey —Cole Swindell
10. Don’t It —Billy Currington

Down
 1 Beard for Adam 
and Steve?
 2 Tool with jaws
 3 Ever so slightly
 4 Guy often found 
in handcuffs
 5 Catalog giant
 6 “Alas! ___ Yorick”
 7 Laura of “ER”
 8 Can’t help but
 9 Ban on commercial 
intercourse
10 When k. d. sings 
Auld lang Syne
11 Pearl Buck character
12 Actor John of 
M. Butterfly
13 Writer Castillo
21 Picnic playwright
22 Early Robin Williams role
25 Male type
26 Baseball cap part
27 George, who 
was Mary Ann

 

28 Sacrifice-fly stat
30 Escort from the door
31 Painter Edouard
32 Some A-List gays
34 Wilde’s tongue, for short
38 “We’re ___ 
Gonna Take It”
41 Kind of case or court
42 Triumphant cry
43 Ike’s ex
45 One that can blow 
you on the beach
46 Math branch
47 Queen of Chicago
49 Lady of La Mancha
52 Fodder figures?
54 The sound of music
55 “Hi” to Lorca
56 Becomes Jell-o
57 Actor Auberjonois
58 Rock Hudson 
role, usually
59 Dose of AZT, e.g.
62 Cunning

Anyone who feels rejection, prejudice 
or discrimination in some way would 
connect to that.

I kind of feel the same way now, 
because, yeah, of course I have a really 
strong gay fan base, and the fact is that 
it is a really enjoyable factor for me 
to have a really strong demographic 
because it makes the shows a lot more 
fun, for one, and because they are really 
expressive. But all types of people 
should be appreciated. I’m sure the gays 
would back me up on that! (Laughs)

When we spoke in 2012, you were 
reluctant to gush too much about 
your gay fan base. At the time you 
said, “I don’t want to be a cliché pop 
star saying, ‘I love my gays!’” When 
does talking about one’s gay fan base 
become a cliché? 

It’s not that it’s a cliché – it’s more 
that, perhaps, I was cynical about 
it. I felt that people in pop use that 
to express themselves in that way 
for calculated means because they 
know the gay fan base is extremely 
loyal and extremely expressive and 

is a tastemaker demographic. You 
know what I mean? It’s like, “Oh, 
god.” It’s insulting to both sides.

I kind of feel the same way now, 
because, yeah, of course I have a really 
strong gay fan base, and the fact is that 
it is a really enjoyable factor for me 
to have a really strong demographic 
because it makes the shows a lot more 
fun, for one, and because they are really 
expressive. But all types of people 
should be appreciated. I’m sure the gays 
would back me up on that! (Laughs)

Do you think the appreciation 
of one’s following can 
morph into pandering?
On Twitter, I don’t really like it when I 
see loads of messages from an artist saying 
(talks in baby voice) “I love you guys! I love 
you guys! I love you guys!” because I don’t 
think there’s any kind of intelligence in 
that. Also, how can you be genuine and say 
that so many times? Maybe that’s when it 
becomes pandering, when you’re dumbing 
down your fan base.

(Continued on page 32)

( from  p25)
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Deep Inside Hollywood

•| By Chris Azzopardi

In a world where Michael Sam 
comes out before he makes 

it to the NFL, no matter the 
consequences, it’s easy to forget 
that not so long ago, his decision 
would have been unthinkable. 
Athletes in professional sports 
have long paid the price of 
silence, usually waiting until their 
most active years were behind 
them before coming out. This 
is history we shouldn’t forget, 
and now Out to Win, the latest 
documentary from director 
Malcolm Ingram (Small Town 
Gay Bar, Continental), is making 
the festival rounds. The stories 
of people like Billie Jean King, 
Martina Navratilova, David 
Kopay, Jason Collins, Billy Bean 
and John Amaechi, all speaking 
about their careers first-hand, 
are collected in this moving 
portrait of the last non-religious 
American job where coming out 
as LGBT can cost everything. 
Cable and DVD and streaming 
will happen soon enough, but 
if you’re near a good indie film 
fest, be sure to give it your support.

Almodovar’s Silencio 
due to make noise
Spain’s most well-known filmmaker, 
Pedro Almodovar, recently gave fans a 
taste of his old, irreverent self with the 
frantic, silly, I’m So Excited! But it seems 
like that brief detour into goofy, dirty 
comedy was only a palate cleanser, because 
with Silencio, the director is returning to 
serious drama and his preferred “female 
universe.” Details are few and far between, 
plot-wise, but the film seems to revolve 
around a woman named Julieta – played 
by Spanish actresses Adriana Ugarte and 
Emma Suarez as the character’s younger 
and older versions, respectively – and the 
ebb and flow of satisfaction and success in 
her life. Almodovar is known for casting 
his films from a stable of his favorite actors 
over and over, and dedicated followers will 
notice the likes of Dario Grandinetti (Talk 
to Her) and longtime Almodovar staple 
Rossy de Palma (Women On the Verge of a 
Nervous Breakdown) in the cast. But this 
time around, those are the only repeat 
names, and the cast is filled with new (to 
this director, at least) faces and names. 
Maybe he’s building a new team for 2016?

Grace Jones – The Musical Of My Life 
comes to the BBC
Gay icon Grace Jones has spent decades 
doing exactly as she pleases, always 
with a somewhat menacing smile on her 
face, and this has proven to be the key 
to her success. She modeled, she sang, 
she actressed, she posed in nightclubs 

and she dated Dolph Lundgren, never 
once with anything less than absolute 
command of space. This would make her 
the perfect subject for a documentary, 
and now thanks to the BBC she will be. 
Director Sophie Fiennes (The Pervert’s 
Guide to Ideology, the weirdly entertaining 
documentary about philosopher Slavoj 
Žižek) is handling duties behind the 
camera. How will she capture the 
everything-ness of her subject? The 
BBC explains it this way, describing the 
project as an “observational portrait” and 
“a multi-narrative journey through the 
private and public realms of the legendary 
singer and performer.” We accept – and 
wait – for 2016 to roll around and deliver.

It’s really happening: 
Diane Sawyer talks to Bruce Jenner
Speculation and tragic car accidents and 
fodder for hack stand-up comics: that’s 
been life for Bruce Jenner recently. The 
legendary Olympic athlete-turned-reality 
show stepfather for a bunch of sisters 
named Kardashian, without even really 
meaning to, has become an object of 
fascination to tabloids and, finally, to the 
LGBT community, as speculation over 
Jenner’s possible transgender identity has 
reached a feverish pitch. Well, now, it’s 
assumed, the questions will be laid to rest 
as Jenner’s interview with Diane Sawyer 
– reportedly taped in February – will air 
on ABC as a two-hour special on April 24. 
We don’t know what will be said, but it’s 
clear from the 120-minute slot, that it’s 
something, and maybe it’ll finally make 
Jamie Foxx aim his bad jokes elsewhere. 
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Professional sports’ LGBT 
heroes are Out to Win

Romeo San Vicente is looking for any TV show with gay lead characters. He can be reached care of this publication or at 
DeepInsideHollywood@qsyndicate.com.

Jason Collins 
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You’ve opened up for some big names, 
including Coldplay and Katy Perry. 
What is the extent of your interactions 
with these people when you’re on tour 
with them? Did Katy invite you to hang 
out with her?
(Laughs) She did actually! She invited me 
to a Fourth of July celebration; it was really 
nice. She looks after her supports nicely, 
but I didn’t hang out with her personally 
loads. And then with Coldplay – Chris 
(Martin) came and said hi a few times, but 
just as much as you’re busy, they’re busy. I 
do promo, and Coldplay has to do god knows 
what. I mean, they have bloody kids to look 
after! To be honest, even with the supports 
that I’ve had, you don’t really get to talk to 
each other that much. Sometimes you might 
get to hang out, but it’s pretty common to 
not really see each other that much.

Could you see yourself working with 
Katy at some point?
You never know! With collaborations, I’ve 
been very picky in that I’ve only ever done 
one, so I’m kind of looking forward to doing 
more. Now that I’ve done this album and 
created what I want, I feel much more open 
to doing other stuff.

FROOT has more in common musically 
with your debut than its follow up, 
ElEctra HEart. It’s very DIY, less 
mainstream pop. Why the change? 
Because I felt like this is the essence of who 
I am as an artist. Pre getting signed, that was 
the music I was creating, and it’s not like “this 
is the real me.” It’s more that I feel like with 
ElEctra HEart it was very conceptual and I 
wholeheartedly embraced working with big 
writers and big producers in American pop to 
further my fan base and to expose me to a lot 
of new people. I did that because you literally 
can’t get on the radio in any other way. 
   So, for me, doing another album like 
that again would not make sense because 
I didn’t enjoy the experience of trying to 
try to fit into this mold. I felt that, though 

there were so many really enjoyable parts 
to ElEctra HEart, particularly with the 
visuals that we were creating, there were 
also parts – the everyday stuff, the kind of 
interviews that I was having to do, and the 
perception that people had of me – that I 
just felt really uncomfortable. With this 

one, I just wanted to try it on my own.
What about the interviews during the 
ElEctra HEart period made you feel 
uncomfortable?
Just uncomfortable in that they were 
complete shit. Actually, I have to say, for 
whatever reason, except the ones that 

were for gay publications, it seemed like 
everything was very surface layer because 
of the music that I was making. Like, 
“You’re making pop songs, so of course 
you’re this kind of person.”

I’m guessing you won’t be returning to 
mainstream pop in that way, then. 
Umm, probably not. Not for myself, no.

There are many theories about FROOT 
on the Internet. One is that this is 
allegedly your coming out album.
(Laughs) No, sorry, it is not. It certainly isn’t.

Are you aware of how many lesbians 
wish you were gay, though?
Actually, I’m not. Interesting! I’m afraid to 
disappoint.

The other is that the double Os in FROOT 
are actually a pair of tits. 
(Laughs) I’m happy to back that rumor!

Was that really the intention?
(Laughs) No – it’s just that I liked the double 
O because it looks almost a bit synthetic and 
playful. It gave (the album) a playful edge, so that’s 
why the two Os happened. But also, when we 
came to design the logo, I actually liked it from 
a design aspect, because when you interlink the 
Os you can form a little diamond.

Plus, spelling it “fruit” is so boring. 
It’s too serious. 

Chris Azzopardi is the editor of Q Syndicate, the interna-
tional LGBT wire service. Reach him via his website at www.
chris-azzopardi.com.
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Solution from p 28

HOUSTON
n MONTROSE - MIDTOWN
Bayou City Bar & Grill
2409 Grant St, Houston. (713) 522-2867
• bayoucitybar.com.
Dance | Food | Patio | Mixed
Crocker Bar
2312 Crocker St, Houston (713) 529-3355
Large Deck | Karaoke
Eagle Houston
611 Hyde Park (713) 598-4849
• eaglehouston.com.
Leather-Levi | Uniform
F Bar
202 Tuam St, Houston (713) 522-3227
• fbarhouston.com
Dance/Club | Patio | Shows | Mixed
George’s Country Sports Bar
617 Fairview Ave, Houston (713) 528-8102
Sports Bar | Pool & Darts | Patio
Guava Lamp
570 Waugh Dr, Houston (713) 524-3359
• guavalamphouston.com
Video Lounge | Karaoke | Mixed
JR’s Bar and Grill & Santa Fe
808 Pacific Ave, Houston. (713) 521-2519
• jrsbarandgrill.com.
Videos | Patio | Karaoke | Shows
Meteor
2306 Genesee St, Houston (713) 521-0123
• meteorhouston.com. Lounge | Dancers | Club
Michael’s Outpost Piano Bar
1419 Richmond Ave, Houston. (713) 520-8446
Neighborhood Bar | Pub | Piano
Montrose Mining Company
805 Pacific Ave, Houston (713) 529-7488 
Cruise | Levi

South Beach
810 Pacific Ave, Houston (713) 521-0107
• sobehouston.com. Dance Club | Dancers 
| Trance/House
TC’s Show Bar
817 Fairview Ave, Houston (713) 526-2625
• tcshowbar.com.
Shows | Neighborhood Bar | CD/Trans
The Ripcord
715 Fairview Ave, Houston
(713) 521-2792
• www.facebook.com/ripcordhouston
Leather  | Uniform | Fetish | Men

n  DOWNTOWN / WARDS 1-4
Tony’s Corner Pocket
817 West Dallas Street, Houston.
(713) 571-7870 • tonyscornerpocket.com.
Neighborhood Bar | Pool | Dancers

n  HOUSTON - NORTH SIDE
Ranch Hill Saloon
24704 Interstate 45, Spring.
(281) 298-9035
• ranchhill.com
Country | Cowgirl | Neighborhood Bar
The Room Bar
4915 FM 2920 Rd, Spring (281) 907-6866
• theroombar.net.
Neighborhood Bar | Shows | Dance | Mixed
NW HOUSTON
Neon Boots Dancehall & Saloon
11410 Hempstead Highway,
Houston, TX 77092  • neonbootsclub.com 
(713) 677-0828

Viviana’s Night Club
4624 Dacoma St, Houston (713) 681-4101
• vivianasniteclub.com
Latino | Tejano | Dance

n HOUSTON - SW
Crystal Night Club
6684 SW Fwy, Houston (713) 278- 2582 
• crystaltheclub.com Latin Dance | Salsa

n  HEIGHTS /
WASHINGTON CORRIDOR
13 - The Heights Bar
1537 N. Shepherd Dr, Houston
(713) 426-1313. Neighborhood Bar | Patio
Pearl Lounge
4216 Washington, Houston 832-740-4933 
• pearlhouston.com. Neighborhood Art Bar 
| Live Music | Women

GALVESTON
KRave Galveston
2416 Post Office St, Galveston (409) 765-6911
Neighborhood Bar | Pub | Shows
23rd Street Station
1706 23rd St, Galveston (409) 621-1808
Neighborhood Bar | Pub
Robert’s Lafitte
2501 Ave Q, Galveston (409) 765-9092
• galveston.com/robertslafitte
Neighborhood Bar | Pub | Cruise | Shows
Splash Bar
3102 Seawall, Galveston
(409) 974-4176 * Spashbargalveston.com
Galveston’s only beach bar | Shows

AUSTIN
‘Bout Time II
6607 N I-35, Austin TX 78752
(512) 419-9192 • bouttime2.com
Neighborhood Bar | Pub

Chain Drive
504 Willow st • Austin chain-drive.com
Leather | Bear | Neighborhood Bar
Lipstick24
606 E. 7th St, Austin (512) 474-2950
• lipstick24austin.com Women | Pub
Oilcan Harry’s
211 W. Fourth St, Austin (512) 320-8823  
Dance | Pub | 20/30-Somethings
Rain on 4th
217 W. Fourth St, Austin (512) 494-1150 
• rainon4th.com Dance | House | 20 Something
The Iron Bear
121 W. Eighth St, Austin
• theironbear.com. Bear | Pub | Scruff

BEAUMONT
The Copa
304 Orleans St, Beaumont (409) 832-4206
Dance/Club | Lounge | Mixed
Orleans Street Pub and Patio
650 Orleans St, Beaumont (409) 835-4243
• orleanspub.com Neighborhood Bar | Pub

CORPUS CHRISTI
The Hidden Door
802  S Staples St, Corpus
(361) 882-5002 Neighborhood Bar | Pub
Seven
512 S Staples St.,Corpus
Neighborhood Bar | Pub

Triangle Nite Club
609 McBride Lane.  Corpus (361) 289-1442
Neighborhood Bar | Nite Club
The Vault Night Club
424 Schatzell, Corpus
Neighborhood Bar | Nite Club

SAN ANTONIO
 2015 Place
2015 San Pedro Ave, San Antonio
(210) 733-3365 | Neighborhood
Bar | Lounge | Karaoke
Annex
330 San Pedro Ave, San Antonio
(210) 223-6957 • theannex-satx.xom
Neighborhood Bar | Cruise | Leather
Bonham Exchange
411 Bonham St, San Antonio (210) 271-3811 
• bonhamexchange.net. Dance | House
Brenda’s 81 Bar
7811 New Old Laredo Hwy,
San Antonio (210) 927-2337
| GLBT Friendly | Pub
Electric Company
820 San Pedro Ave, San Antonio
(210) 212-6635,  Dance | Latin | Lounge
Essence
1010 N. Main Ave, San Antonio
(210)223-5418. Neighborhood Bar | Pub
Heat
1500 N. Main Ave, San Antonio
(210) 227-2600,  heatsa.com
Dance | Lounge | House
One-O-Six
106 Pershing Ave, San Antonio
(210) 820-0906
Neighborhood Bar | Pub

Pegasus
1402 N. Main Ave, San Antonio
(210) 299-4222 | Neighborhood Bar | Karaoke
The Saint
800 Lexington, San Antonio
(210) 225-7330 | Neighborhood Bar | 
Show Bar | Drag
Silver Dollar Saloon
1812 N. Main Ave, San Antonio
(210) 227-2623  | Dance Club | Drag | Country
Sparky’s Pub
1416 N. Main Ave, San Antonio
(210) 320-5111 | Neighborhood Bar | Pub
Wax Club (Alternative)
2211 San Pedro Ave, San Antonio .
(210) 737-9191 • alternativetx.tripod.com. 
Neighborhood Bar | Lesbian

BRYAN
COLLEGE STATION
Halo Bar
121 North Main St, Bryan
(979) 823-6174. | Dance Club

Guide To The Clubs
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